
Wafer Wire Embraced the Future of HR with 

Zimyo's Automation Brilliance!�



About the

Company�

Established in 2010, WaferWire Cloud Technologies excels in 

technology consulting, Product Engineering, SRE & 

DevOps, Data Engineering, and AI Enablement. Their leaders 

possess 30+ years of collective experience, collaborating with 

Fortune 100 clients like Ford, IBM, SAP, Microsoft, GE Power 

Systems, and Starbucks. Committed to providing "Trusted IT 

Consulting Services," their aim is to optimize businesses with 

advanced technology solutions.�

IT & SaaS 51-200 USA



Challenges before

Implementation�
Before integrating Zimyo, WaferWire encountered hurdles in its HR processes. Overcoming these challenges involved 

addressing time-consuming payroll processing, aligning workflows, and preparing for a transformative implementation. 

Some of the major challenges include

Before implementation, manual tracking of leave and attendance consumed excessive time, and the processes 

were disorganized.

Leave and Attendance monitoring

In the early stages, handling and generating manual reports for a smaller workforce was feasible. However, with 

a gradual increase in the workforce, handling leave and attendance reports manually became a challenge.

Real-time reports and analytics

Prior to integrating with Zimyo Payroll, computing salaries with compliance management posed a time-consuming 

and challenging manual task for the HR team.

Salary Computation and Compliance Management

Initially, managing the employee database and performing tasks such as searching and editing employee details 

proved to be a time-consuming hurdle.

Centralized employee database

$



Our Tailored 

Solutions
To tackle WaferWire's challenges, Zimyo offered an automated, end-to-end solution that addressed all these challenges. The 

successful integration of Zimyo HRMS brought about a profound transformation in their HR processes. 

Here’s how Zimyo provided value to WaferWire

Automated the payroll process for accurate salary computation, 

seamless disbursement and elimination of errors.

Centralized the employee database to facilitate efficient 

management of employee data & details.

Empowered the HR team to make data-driven decisions through 

robust reporting and analytics.

Automated the workflow process to enhance efficiency by 

streamlining the approval hierarchy.



Impact 

Created
90% reduction in 
payroll processing time

50% increase in 
employee engagement

3x elevation in 
employees satisfaction level

2x faster 
task delivery

Our overall experience with Zimyo has been excellent so far. Zimyo's payroll software 
automates the entire salary process, ensuring compliance management as well. 
The customer support team has been helpful and well-aligned with our queries.

Ankita Srivastava,
Manager, Corporate HR�



HRMS for IT & SaaS 
Companies

Schedule a Demohttps://www.zimyo.com/demo/

Streamline HR Processes with 
IT-Driven HR-Tech Solution!


